Dear FIDIC users,

Our training department would like to inform you of an upcoming FIDIC accredited seminar on the practical use of the yellow and silver books in Singapore on 2nd and 3rd July. Our training partner for this event, Matrix Seminars, would give you a high value immersion in those 2 major forms of contracts.

The FIDIC Design-Build Contracts: practical use of the Yellow and Silver Books

Singapore 2-3 July 2013

more information & online registration

This 2-day intensive course has proved to be very popular and will provide a thorough, up-to-date understanding of the main FIDIC design-build construction forms of contract. The provisions of the Plant and Design-Build (Yellow Book) and EPC/Turnkey (Silver Book) contracts will be considered in detail and compared and contrasted. Which form should I use as the basis for my design-build project? What are the risks involved for the contractor and the employer? How can I better manage these risks and use and operate the contract more effectively and with better results?

Case studies will be included and there will be ample opportunity for discussion. The event includes all lunches, refreshments, documentation and copies of the Yellow and Silver Contract General Conditions.

Best Regards,

François Baillon
FIDIC Commercial Director